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...because it’s what’s inside that counts

Understanding Accuracy in a Bin Level Monitoring System
When it comes
to monitoring
inventory in
bins, tanks and
silos, one of the
first questions often asked is “How accurate
is it?” Unfortunately, that’s
a loaded question that
can’t be answered easily.
Here we discuss why it’s a tough question
and what you can and cannot expect
from your level monitoring system.

Single Point Inventory
Measuring System
One consideration is the type of device
you’re using to measure the material level.

What’s Inside

Bobs, guided wave radar, open air
radar, and ultrasonic level sensors are
commonly used devices. What they all
have in common is they all measure
a single point in the vessel. Although
each device has its pros and cons, when
installed properly they all perform well to
their stated or printed measurement accuracy that appears in their literature.
But, what does printed measurement
accuracy mean? For a single point measurement device the printed accuracy
stated on a web site or in the literature is
the distance measured from the sensor
on the top of the tank to the material
surface. This distance is often referred to
as headroom, because it tells you how
much space you have left in your bin. So,
the printed accuracy is the accuracy of
that distance in feet or meters. That one
measurement is generally highly accurate
within ± 0.25% of the total distance mea-

sured. However, this is not the accuracy
of the volume or mass of material in the
bin; it is simply the accuracy of that one
measurement of distance.

Volume
Volume is very different than level. Volume is the amount of three-dimensional
space the material takes up. When using
the distance measured from the sensor to
the material surface to estimate volume,
the calculation is based on the internal
vessel dimensions and the distance to that
one point on the material surface. Therefore, it’s essential to have accurate vessel
dimensions as mistakes in geometry will
increase the overall error in the volume calculation. Material flow, buildup, or bridging
can affect volume calculations. The placement of the sensor and the location of the
filling and discharge points also have an
impact on the overall accuracy of volume.
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The accuracy of your inventory is determined by factors such as the bulk density of material,
sensor placement, and the correctness of your bin dimensions.
(continued on page 2)
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Mass

4″ to 8″ Upper Dead Zone

Measuring
Range
(up to 180′)

SmartBob2 and TS1

Measuring range is from the tip of
the “Bob” when fully retracted to
where the Bob contacts material at
the bottom of the vessel. The SmartBob measures the level of headroom
from a single point on the material
surface directly below the sensor’s
mounting location.

19″ Upper Dead Zone

Measuring
Range
(up to 200′)

3DLevelScanner Models
S, M, MV, ML & MVL
Measuring range is from 19” below
the threads on the process connection (upper dead zone). The 3DLevelScanner takes measurements from
multiple points within the silo. These
points are used to determine the volume of material in the bin. Measurement points are not simply averaged
to calculate bin volume. Instead, an
advanced algorithm assigns each
point a “weight” to determine the
true volume of material in the bin.
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Accuracy can be further impacted
when attempting to use a single point
measurement device to estimate mass
or weight. When converting volume to
mass, the bulk density of the material –
stated in pounds per cubic foot or lb./ft.3 –
can have a significant impact on accuracy.
Although there are resources available
that provide general information about
the bulk density of a particular material,
the bulk density of the material that is
actually in the bin could be quite different
than what’s posted on the Internet.1
Attributes such as particle shape, size
and moisture content can profoundly
impact bulk density. Compaction of
material can also cause very different bulk
densities of the same material in the top
or the bottom of the bin. A cubic foot of
material at the top of the bin could weigh
less than that same material at the bottom of the bin, where the bulk density is
greater due to compaction by the weight
of the material above it.
When using bulk density to calculate
mass in a bin for a particular material, it
is very important to establish an average bulk density based upon the actual
material handled at the facility, and not
the stated amount given to a material’s
general name referenced on a table.
One way to accomplish this is by taking
a measurement before and after a
“known-weight” load is put into the bin,
and adjusting the bulk density in lb./ft.3
to reflect this weight.

What to Expect

When using a single point level
measuring system, there will always be
an increasing level of error associated
as you progress through the conversion
of distance to volume and then mass.
The measured distance of most single
point technologies is quite accurate and
will be around ± 0.25% of the distance
measured.

However, when level is used to
estimate volume, accuracy will be
dependent upon the correctness and
completeness of the vessel dimensions,
sensor placement, and the location and
number of filling and discharge points. A
vessel that is center fill, center discharge
with material that flows freely and symmetrically will give you the best results
when using a single point measuring
device.
When converting volume to mass
there will always be inherent inaccuracies
due to variations in bulk density, regardless of whether you are using a single
point or multiple point measuring device.
The accuracy of the volume calculation
will also impact the accuracy of the mass
calculation.
Since there are so many variables, it is
very challenging for any manufacturer of
single point level measurement devices
to pinpoint how accurate the calculated
value of the mass will be. With accurate
vessel geometry, strategic placement
of the sensor, and a good average bulk
density, the accuracy of the mass may
be around 8% to 15%.

Multiple-Point Inventory
Measuring System
Unlike traditional devices that measure one point and determine a single
distance, a 3DLevelScanner takes measurements from multiple points within
the silo. These points are used to determine the volume of material in the bin.
Measurement points are not averaged
to calculate bin volume. Instead, each
point is given a “weight” or relevancy
rating and a complex algorithm is used
to calculate the true volume of material
within the bin. This technology takes into
account variations that can occur across
the topography of the material surface
by measuring and mapping the high and
low points.

The 3DLevelScanner provides an accurate three-dimensional profile of the
top surface within a storage vessel. This
is beneficial when there are variations in
the material surface due to multiple fill
and discharge points, or with materials
such as powders that do not fill/discharge symmetrically.
With the 3DLevelScanner as with
a single point measurement sensor,
volume accuracy is still dependent upon
the accuracy of the vessel dimensions
and sensor placement. When converting
the volume to mass there will still be

inherent inaccuracies due to bulk density variables. But, the improved accuracy
of the volume calculation will improve
the accuracy of mass calculation.
In the case of a 3DLevelScanner,
“more is better” with multiple measurement points contributing to a higher
degree of accuracy. Given correct vessel
geometry and proper sensor placement,
you can expect volume accuracy of
3% to 5%.
1
By performing a keyword search for “bulk density
table,” “bulk density chart,” or “bulk density guide,”
you will come up with a variety of reference charts
for bulk density of a variety of materials.

Resources
Online Calculators
http://www.farmnetservices.com/calc/
http://www.rayglen.com/grain_bin_
calculator/

Bulk Density Chart
http://www.powderandbulk.com/
resources/bulk_density/material_
bulk_density_chart_a.htm

Adjustable Rotary for High Level Detection

BinMaster introduces a new adjustable rotary level indicator for use as a high level indicator in bins, tanks and silos.
This top-mounted rotary features an adjustable coupling that
can be moved up and down the length of a rigid shaft extension which allows the rotary to be adjusted to accommodate
differing levels. The coupling can be adjusted from 6” to 72”
dependent on the length of the rigid
extension. Changing the desired high
level alert in the vessel can occur
when material levels are adjusted
seasonally or when the material in the
bin is alternated and a different level of
inventory is desired. The ability to adjust the coupling allows managers to
easily make changes to the high level
alert without entering the bin, changing out, or replacing the device.
“The new adjustable rotary was
developed by BinMaster to allow the
customer more flexibility in inventory
management,” stated Todd Peterson,
vice president of sales for BinMaster.
“Instead of purchasing an additional
rotary at a new length, the adjustable
rotary can simply be lengthened or
shortened to the desired high level
alert level.”
The adjustable rotary feature is available for both the BMRX and MAXIMA+
rotary power pacs. These point level
indicators feature rugged construc-

tion and a simple, dependable design, including a screw-off
cover for easy access to internal components and dual conduit
entrances to simplify wiring. Standard features include a switch
selectable, high/low fail-safe to alert to power loss and a deenergizing motor for extended operational life. BinMaster offers
a large selection of paddles suitable for use with any material,
which are all compatible with the adjustable rotary level
indicator.

Fail-Safe Protection

BinMaster’s advanced MAXIMA+ rotary level indicator
features a complete fail-safe system that alerts to the loss of
power, failure of the motor, or failure of the electronics. A red
LED indicator light on the top of the unit indicates its status,
providing for quick visual monitoring of the unit. In applications where the status and performance of the rotary is critical,
the MAXIMA+ provides reliability and immediate notification
to prevent overfilling when used as a high level indicator.
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Bin Level Sensor
RL

for Reliable Levels
New! BinMaster
RL for Reliable
Level Measurement in Dusty
Environments
• Dust-penetrating,
non-contact technology
performs reliably and
consistently over
time

• Acoustics-based, accurate level measurement
in tough environments where other sensors fail
• Works in powdered and solid materials of all
types, including low dielectric materials
• Self-cleaning, minimal-maintenance sensor
doesn’t require air purge for cleaning
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